Department of Music
College of Fine Arts

presents the

Morelli Quintet

Emily Schank, flute
Chris Fujiwara, oboe
Keaton Martin, clarinet
Brock Norred, bassoon
Jordan Rush, horn

PROGRAM

Ronald Roseman
(1933 – 2000)

Renaissance Suite
1. Sonna, di dentro dalla tuo casa (Heinrich Isaac)
2. J’ay pris amours (Heinrich Isaac)
3. Il est bel et bon (Passereau)
4. Canzon on ‘Il est bel et bon’ (Girolamo Cavazzoni)
5. In meinen Sinn (Heinrich Isaac)

Jean-Michel Damase
(b. 1928)

Dix-sept Variations pour quintette a vent

Paquito D’Rivera
(b. 1948)

Aires Tropicales
1. Vals Venezolano
2. Contradanza

The Morelli Quintet is coached by Stephen Caplan
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